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Welcome to this latest - and very special
- edition of ReLocate. This is the issue
where I officially hand over the reins to
Isabelle Prémont as the newly elected
President of ABRA.
I would like to take the opportunity
to thank my fellow board members as
well as every single last member of our
beautiful association for seven wonderful years at the helm.
I look back with pride upon everything
we have been able to achieve over these
last few years. We have blossomed into
a professional and well-organised association of standing and international
renown; something that would never
have been possible without the support
we have received from you all.
I believe the board has chosen well and
I am confident that Isabelle and her
board will be able to help our “little”
organisation attain new heights. I hope
you will join me in wishing her a very
warm welcome and every success as
our new President.

Exciting times indeed! Not only have
you honoured me by placing your trust
in me as your new President, but we
are also launching a brand new look for
ABRA, about which you can read more
in this issue.
I would like to thank Eddy and the board
for doing such a wonderful job. I look
forward to continuing to build upon everything we have achieved so far and
further cementing our position as the
point of reference for anyone active in
the Belgian global mobility industry.
Welcome to Katrien Vanden Waeyenbergh of Partena and Laurence Peters of
Thon Hotels who are joining us on the
ABRA board and will be replacing Andrea Howard of am&pm relocation and
Kurt Mellaerts of Partena on the ABRA
board.
Salvatore Orlando of BNP Paribas, Dave
Deruytter of ING, Eric Klitsch of Brussels Relocation, Viv Hermans and Sabine Castrique of BRC, Koen Reekmans
of NOVA Relocation, Gregory Marlier of
am&pm and Fiona Klomp of Illus Communications complete the merry band
of directors at your service!

Isabelle
WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS FOR THEIR SUPPORT
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our members...
...your relocation superheroes

Just like any other self-respecting fourteen year-old, we decided it was high time for a new look this spring.

‘member area’ section. Full Members can request their personal login from admin@abra-relocation.com to download.

And we are delighted to share our brand new fresh-faced
logo with you today. The new logo and look represent our
aims to uphold the highest standards in the industry of relocation and global mobility. We like to think of ourselves
as well put-together, no-nonsense, transparent and Belgian
through and through.

As you may know our association has made great strides in
raising the profile of ABRA and its members both in Belgium
and internationally. In addition, we actively work to support
our members by identifying problems and providing solutions to issues that confront those in the relocation industry.

Of course with a new face, comes a new website too. Mobile and tablet friendly (finally!) and live as of today. All your
favourite features are still there: our member listings being
top of the bill of course, but with more space for improved
legibility and an online version of ReLocate magazine too.
Finding your way around the rich source of information
that is the ABRA website has become even easier with userfriendly navigation and ‘click to sign up’ forms for anything
from further details on becoming a member to registering
for upcoming events.
Easily share favourite articles and photos on social media to
help improve traffic in your direction and we’re taking guest
posts from members for our upcoming blog / FAQ as well, so
we hope you feel inspired by what you see!
For our Full Members we’ve added a standardised version
of general terms & conditions in English, French and Dutch
that you can use as a template to create your own under the

And hard as we at ABRA might be at work on behalf of our
members, we also like to think of our members as superheroes in their own right. Each of them has committed
to delivering the very best of service and support in their
field and we are proud to count no less than ninety of you
amongst our ranks.
If you haven’t joined us yet, you might be interested to know
that we organise four networking events a year, with guest
speakers on all manner of topics and themes of interest to
expats and the organisations that help them settle in.
The ABRA member meetings are a great way to meet with
like-minded individuals and organisations. Sign up for our
upcoming meeting in September by visiting our new site and
discover the benefits of joining for yourself.
We hope you love our new look just as much as we do and
wish you many hours of happy surfing at our usual location
www.abra-relocation.com !

RELOCATE
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Milestone Accreditation
BBF Quality Seal
“You could say that we’ve been looking forward to this day
ever since we first opened our doors,” says Joël Vanmellaert,
Director at BBF. “An official seal of quality by independent
experts in the industry. A label that guarantees compliance,
safety and quality. And a stamp of approval for the product
that BBF has been offering clients since 1992.”
This May the Belgian provider of serviced apartments in
Brussels and Budapest was finally awarded its very first
quality label. Reason enough for a tangible sense of euphoria in the BBF offices and certainly a great reason to share
the news with you today.
As the leading provider of serviced apartments in Brussels
with over 1500 units on offer, it was essential for BBF to be
affiliated with a supervisory board that provides information
on all aspects of the serviced housing industry. BBF first met
ASAP - the Association of Serviced Apartment Providers - at
the Business Travel Show in London three years ago.
Established in 2002 as a non-profit association, ASAP represents the views and interests of serviced apartment providers throughout the UK. Recently ASAP expanded their field
of operations to worldwide and BBF is proud to be their first
Belgian member.

HOUSING IN

The association introduced an in-house quality assessment
process designed to ensure core compliance with legal and
health & safety requirements, good practice and a measurement and comparison system for quality of services. Recently James Foice, Managing Director, and Brian Roberts,
Quality Management Consultant, visited Brussels to complete their quality assessment of BBF’s apartments, which
resulted in the official accreditation.
“This label gives our corporate clients even more confidence
in our services as it offers all the necessary assurances with
regards to meeting health & safety and quality standards in
what is quickly becoming a more mature, more regulated
and more competitive industry,” continues Joël.
“Being awarded with the ASAP quality seal is the direct result of 23 years of experience amid the important and exigent expat community of Brussels,” adds Bernard Kerkhoff,
Marketing Manager with BBF. “Researching needs, investing in strategically located buildings and intensifying sales,
marketing, quality and services has all helped pave the way
towards achieving this stamp of approval.”
“The award not only gives us an enormous sense of satisfaction, but will keep us even more alert towards our services
in the future.”
Member of

BRUSSELS

MADE

EASY

SERVICED
A PA R T M E N T S

Download
our corporate
brochure at
www.bbf.be

CALL US ON+32 (0)2 705 05 21 OR VISIT WWW.BBF.BE
NUMBER ONE IN THE RENTAL OF SERVICED APARTMENTS IN BRUSSELS
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Shifting Demographics
The Changing Face of International Schools
St. John’s resembles a mini United Nations
“Over 80% of our students were American at one point, and
although they still form our largest student body, demographics have started to change. It stands to reason they
would change with the development of the European Union,
but less expected at the time was the number of Belgian nationals to join the school.”
“At 16% of our total student body, the Belgians are our second largest group. It follows a wider trend, as with the decline of long term expatriations, multinationals are now able
to afford international schooling for the children of middle
and top management home country nationals.”

Schools are becoming more
linguistically driven

With twenty-six years of headship in no less than 6 international schools across the globe you could say that Raymond
Holliday - Bersegeay has gotten to know the international
school system inside and out. Ray joined St. John’s International School at the start of the current school year; high
time to catch up with him on the occasion of their 50th
anniversary.
“I’ve been incredibly fortunate to have been offered postings
that have given me such a deep and rich cultural experience,
whether in Madrid or Boston, Paris or Budapest; each place
has simply been wonderful for me and my family. Coming
back to western Europe however made us realise that this is
where we want to be for the long term.”
“Starting work in such a special year of festivities has been
wonderful; it’s been a celebration from start to finish. Our
family day took place in May and our 50th anniversary alumni reunion will be the big finale in mid June,” Ray tells us.
“St. John’s has a rich history that reflects my personal experiences in international schools around the globe. The
founding of the school was initiated by a group of American
parents in Brussels who approached an order of sisters, asking them to help set up an English-medium school. Initially
located in the centre of Brussels, the school quickly outgrew
its location and went in search of greener pastures. Waterloo was a perfect fit with its green fields and open spaces,
close to the American community in Brussels.”
Over the years the demographics have changed however,
something Ray sees as a more general trend within the international education community.

“Schools around the world are starting to pay more attention
to home country nationals: these students and their families will be with the school on the long term, as opposed to
students who will be moving away again after a few years.
Home country nationals are a potential pillar of stability
whereas the international community continually shifts. To
meet this market a lot of international schools have started
developing bilingual programmes. In our case we have developed a dual language programme with half the week’s
lessons taking place in French and the other half in English.
About 70% of our children aren’t native English speakers so
teachers have a dual role to play, teaching both the subject
and the language,” Ray explains.

We fully embrace the concept
of internationalism
“With children going back to so many different countries
and systems, programmes like the International Baccalaureate are essential. They allow children to develop their critical
thinking and creativity and teach them how to collaborate,
offering a cross fertilisation of different areas and topics.
That sort of experience gives students a flexibility that allows them to integrate pretty quickly, wherever they go
next. We place a huge emphasis on our core values of companionship, integrity and respect and that interweaves its
way throughout the school, the subject areas and the way
in which students and teachers interact. Combined with our
strong athletics and performing arts programmes, students
not only get a well-rounded education, but have a tremendous opportunity to compete and develop skills in a great
variety of areas. I wish I’d had that as a kid!”
Find out more about St. John’s by visiting www.stjohns.be
RELOCATE
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Sowing the Seeds of Heritage
By: Leen Creve

Why would anyone want to reinvent the wheel? Many
cities around the world face similar challenges for the
future. And so three cities put their heads together in
March to discuss their joint challenges: Ghent, Mechelen
and Gdansk. Report of an extremely early spring week in
Poland that will lead to summer flowers in Flanders.
There might well still have been snow in Gdansk. But it
was gone already. Which made our trip to the Baltic Sea in
March just that little more pleasant. You might know of the
city. Because not so long ago it was at the centre of events
that changed the course of history in Europe.

Now I drive a cab
August 1980, and the strike in the Gdansk Shipyard spearheaded by Lech Wałęsa led to the creation of Solidarity, one
of the great social movements, which captured the imagination of millions. “Here you see the home of Lech Wałęsa,”
the taxi driver points out to us during one of our journeys.
“I was a fellow dockworker of his. Now I drive a cab.” And
that’s all our driver wishes to disclose on that topic. The
city and its inhabitants have had to reinvent themselves to
survive.
A difficult transition, that surprisingly enough is very similar to the problems that former industry-based cities such
as Ghent and Mechelen face too. Gdansk was a Hanseatic
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city that remained an important port, similar to cities such
as Ghent and Mechelen which experienced an economic
boom during the Middle Ages as their economy prospered.
All three cities house an important cultural and industrial
heritage within their city walls.
This, and more, we discovered during the seminar on Town
Development and Heritage Protection that was organised
during the Flemish Week in Gdansk by the Flemish Building
Confederation and the Belgian Business Chamber. Professors of Architecture showcased theoretical models that day
that could aid city development, mayors shared their experiences and experts presented case studies on successful redevelopments of ports, warehouses, industrial grounds or
spoke about the importance of water in the urban space.
Business cards were swapped all around.

Mechelen and Gdansk go way back
Little did I know that the relationship between Mechelaars
and Gdanksers goes way back. Turns out Poland and Flanders have a long history dating all the way back to the late
Middle Ages. During this period Gdansk built its own Shakespeare theatre, which was designed by the grandson of a
family of architects from Mechelen. The construction of this
theatre is a symbol for the entrepreneurship of that time,
standing for the challenge and the courage of the people of
Flanders and Poland who took charge of their own future
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and travelled to regions where they could build something
new. At the same time, direct contacts between important
European cities led to a flourishing trade. Today we can still
see traces of these times in the respective historic city centres of Gdansk, Ghent and Mechelen.
“In the 21st century, cities are
once again becoming increasingly
important to our societies. Cities
and regions can make a difference
by working together, discovering
each other and sharing experiences. Flanders wants to continue this
historic tradition, in close collaboration with Ghent and Mechelen,
by strengthening its ties with
Gdansk,” explain the organisers of
the Flemish Week.

The engine of society
“Not only can a city or region play
a role as the engine of a society,
it can also polarize a society. Our
cities are populated by rich and
poor, black and white, and by people with different religious backgrounds that must live together in
all their diversity. Due to the pressure on cities, urban renewal and
mobility demand more and more
space in our cities. Today’s cities
and regions need to reinvent themselves so that they may develop
more sustainable forms of society, with respect for historical heritage and green spaces in the city with an eye for a
fair balance between living, working and playing in a city. By
organizing Flanders Week the partners want to express their
commitment to stimulating quality and prosperity through
cultural and economic exchanges,” we are told.
As well as movie screenings, theatre and musical performances the Poles were presented with another project: a
sowing machine sent by the Flemish Agency for Nature and
Forests. Officials from this agency were amongst the delegates. A most fortunate opportunity, we hear a few weeks
later. “The most interesting thing about the Flemish Week
in Gdansk was without a doubt the cooperation between different sectors and departments,” says Marleen Evenepoel,
Administrator-General of the Flemish Agency for Nature and
Forests.
“The themes of maritime cooperation, urban development,
heritage and the protection of our heritage, as well as the
cultural and economic focus meant that we as the Agency
for Nature and Forests suddenly found ourselves sitting
around the table with some - at first sight - highly a-typical
partners. It opened interesting and innovative perspectives.
A port might symbolise world economics, but it is also a
space for urban nature and for exotic plants that find their
way to our shores to develop.”

The agency realised three activities whilst in Gdansk: a photographic exhibition on urban nature in Ghent and Mechelen, a round table discussion on urban nature and at the top
of the bill: an innovative and creative temporary installation
on urban green to be set up in a large space open to the
general public. For this last
item they joined forces with
three young Belgian landscaping and outdoor architecture agencies: Atelier Parkoer,
LAMA Landscape Architects
and Studio k.

Innovation and
nature
They in turn joined forces
with Gruppa Gdyby from
Gdansk. “They created the
most extraordinary sowing
machine in the shape of a
dock crane; the Pioneer,” explains Evenepoel. “The shape
is a nod to the ports of Ghent
and Gdansk. The design is
creative, innovative and invites the general public to
participate. And the ‘green’
story makes sense: the machine sowed seeds of butterfly-friendly flowers on undeveloped and empty spaces in
Gdansk, which started flowering early spring. The solid
base of the sowing machine, which has already been deconstructed again, has now become seating. And this seat is
filled with materials that butterflies will love to hibernate in
during the winter months. The sowing itself was done by the
townsfolk who passed by, wondered what the machine was
and then got it working. I strongly believe that culture and
nature can support and strengthen one another. The Pioneer
confirms this.”
The Pioneer has since arrived back in Belgium, but won’t
have had much of a rest, according to Evenepoel. “Both
Mechelen and Ghent declared their intent to make nature an important focal point for future joint projects with
Gdansk. And both Ghent and Mechelen could hardly wait
to receive the Pioneer in their cities. On Sunday May 31st,
Day of the Park, the Pioneer was set to work on an empty
plot next to the Bloemekenspark (located between the firehouse and the former UCO factory) in Ghent. And on June
7th, the residents of the future Ragheno-park in Mechelen
were able to sow their own butterfly friendly flowerbed. The
plots of land behind the station will be designed as a new
part of town when the station is renewed. The plots might
have been empty, but that makes them the ideal location for
the Pioneer!”
Find out more at www.natuurenbos.be
RELOCATE
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Business without Borders
French Connect goes international
Jobs offers that do not require
knowledge of Dutch
French Connect’s employment platform is another
new service this year. It is aimed at training trailing spouses on their Belgian or (French) adventure.
“These jobs require no Dutch, although we do offer
Dutch lessons for those who want to learn the language,” says Muriel Chapelle.
“We organize workshops on writing a resume for
the Belgian market or on how to prepare members
for their job interviews. Other workshops focus on
being visible on the web and being active on social
media for instance. In addition to that, we have a
great team of professional partners offering lectures,” explains Muriel Chapelle, business developer
in charge of events.
French-Connect, ABRA member and business networking
platform in Brussels, connects Belgian and French professionals. Today, the network is launching the “l’ouvre boite
or business getting started” programme, which aims to
help you get started with your entrepreneurial ideas on the
right track with no time lost – in the spirit of this dynamic
network that offers all sorts of opportunities for making
valuable contacts and discoveries.

Events and addresses connecting town
and people

Business relocation

“We have several activities to facilitate the move from
France to Belgium for our members. For example, every
first Tuesday of the month, we organize our Entrepreneur
Cocktail event. We pick a different location each time so that
our members have the opportunity to discover new trendy
places in Brussels,” says Muriel.

It is a custom-made, practical service inspired by the many
requests for advice and support received by French-Connect
“People come to us for help to facilitate their integration in
Belgium,” says Stéphanie Sellier, founder of the medium and
the network. “We step in after the relocators, once the family is set up in Belgium.”

The online platform features many popular items such as
“Discovering the City” and all manner of tips on how to
settle in quickly and efficiently. French-Connect has 4500
members today, as many French as Belgian, and 40,000 visitors every month on the website. They are joined by their
open-minded attitude and sense of adventure.

“Our clients are French and are looking to start a branch or
an activity over here. We also get requests from women who
left their jobs to come to Belgium with their partners and
want to start an activity here.”

The purpose of this dynamic network is to open up the international scene and to make the most of its assets. And to
further cement this connection French-Connect has opened
a branch in the city of Lyon. Not only is this a vibrant city
with endless cultural activities and hotspots, it is also known
as a city of entrepreneurs.

Today for the most part, French-Connect meets the needs of
Frenchmen arriving in Belgium, but plans to offer the same
services for Belgians moving to France.
“We offer step-by-step support in getting our clients plans
off the ground. We have a group of carefully chosen partners
– all experts in their fields (accountants, tax experts, lawyers,
payroll & social legislation secretariat, insurers, web designers) – with whom we can put them in touch, which is one of
the network’s strong points. We can also connect our clients
with professionals in their sectors, so they have a better idea
of where they stand in Belgium.”

SPRING 2015

“There is no better place to expand our organisation to,”
Stéphanie adds. “Lyon is at the heart of France, just like
Brussels is for Belgium, and gives us many possibilities for
development and networking across our borders. FrenchConnect’s aim is to expand internationally, to as many countries as possible, creating a truly international network.”
For further information please visit
www.french-connect.com or contact@french-connect.com
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Legal Corner
by Stefan Nerinckx - partner at Fieldfisher
REGISTRATION AS A RESIDENT:
ADDITIONAL FEES AS FROM 1 MARCH
Under the Act of 19 December 2014 and the Royal Decree of
16 February 2015, prior to lodging a long-term-visa application (type D visa), foreign nationals are in principle required
to pay an administrative fee to the Immigration Office in Belgium since 1 March 2015. This fee is in addition to the type
D visa fee payable to the Belgian embassy/consulate in the
expat’s home country.
Employees in possession of a type B work permit
The employee needs to pay this new fee before they can
request a type D visa from the Belgian consulate or embassy
abroad. The visa application will not be accepted if the foreign national does not produce proof of the wire transfer
(see below).
If they are exempted from needing a type D visa, this fee
has to be paid before they register with their local municipal
authorities in Belgium.
Employees holding a type B work permit pay a fee of €215.
A fee of €160 is required for an accompanying spouse. Chil-

dren under 18 pay no fee. Example: a couple with two minor
children now have an additional fee of €375 to register with
their municipal authorities.
PAY THE CORRECT AMOUNT AND ADD
THE RIGHT REFERENCE
The bank communication for the employee is:
NAME_first name_Country of Nationality (as in your passport)_Date of birth (DD.MM.YYYY )_Work permit (Art 9 &
13)
Example: SMITH_Michael_USA_28.03.1989_Work permit
(Art 9 & 13)
The bank communication for the spouse is:
Example: SHARMA_Amy_India_15.12.1996_Family reunion
(Art 10 bis)
If the expat overpays, the excess will not be refunded. If the
amount paid is not enough, the expat has 30 days to make
a correct payment; if he does top up the first payment to
the requisite amount the initial amount paid will not be refunded.
Visit: www.fieldfisher.com/offices/brussels

The really warm and positive
atmosphere, coupled with a variety
of in and outdoor activities, makes it
the ideal place for Benjamin to feel
happy among his new friends and
to be cared for in the most optimal
way by the wonderful BSB staff.”
Lysanne and Benjamin
(who chose BSB’s Early Learning &
Development Centre - Kindercrib)

• 1,350 students fro
m ages 1-18 years
• 70 nationa lities
• British-based curr
iculum up to age 16
• Students aged 16-1
8 years - on ly sc hool
to offer A Levels, IB
Diploma and BTEC
French/English biling
ua l education ava ilable
for ages 4 -14 years
• Outstand ing academ
ic results
• Wide choice of extr
a-curricular activities

For more information visit

www.britishschool.be
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New Director at CERAN

New building for ISG

Johan Van de Vijver has taken up the post of Director of the
CERAN Brussels centre as of May 1st, 2015. Additionally
Johan has joined the Board of Directors of CERAN. He will
remain commercial manager in Brussels and Flanders as well
as representative for all our services for Adults in Belgium
(Brussels and Spa) and France (Avignon and Paris) and for
Juniors in Belgium, England and France.

International School Ghent, established in 2012, will
soon begin construction of their new school building. The
number of pupils enrolled at ISG has rapidly grown since
the school first opened its door 3 years ago which means
they have already outgrown their current home. The new
building in De Pintelaan will accommodate 150 Pre-Primary
and Primary children. ISG is a thriving International School
community and they are looking forward to welcoming
ABRA’s members to their new premises in September 2016.
Have a look at their school website to see the great learning
happening at ISG!
www.isg-ghent.org

“The continued development of residential and nonresidential courses and intercultural training will be my
biggest challenge. I am delighted to have the support of
a team of experienced and passionate colleagues. It’s a
challenge I look forward to!” says Director Johan Van de
Vijver.
		

www.ceran.com

•
Bright Expats launches new online tool, Settle & Connect
Bright Expats has just launched their new online tool Settle
& Connect (www.SettleAndConnect.com). This new online
platform tackles these typical expat challenges in an authentic, helpful and user-friendly way. Settle & Connect uses
videos and real testimonials to ease expats into their future
lives in Belgium.
Their approach is to bring serenity to the expats’ decision,
joy to their move and fulfilment to the change. “We have
identified 3 main phases in the transition from one country
to another”, says Eléonore van Rijckevorsel, co-founder of
the project. “The big decision is the first phase. The second
one is before you take off, and the third is getting settled
in Belgium. For each phase, Settle & Connect tackles these
typical expat challenges and answers frequently asked questions they might have. On top of that, field experts give advice and concrete information on the platform.”
Over time, the platform will evolve with new content. Also, a
forum empowers interaction between expats knowing that
they are not alone living through such a change.
www.brightexpats.com

•

•
New office for Home Consult

“As business continues to improve in both sales and
rentals we’ve realised that our current location no
longer meets our requirements with regards to space.
In order to meet our growing needs we’ve decided to
move premises to a new office that offers the necessary
professional environment. You won’t need to travel far to
find us though, we will be moving across the square from
our current office. Same square, different address: Albert
De Beusscherplein 2 in 1933 Sterrebeek,” says Partner
Koen Wolzer.
“As of September 2015 our enthusiastic team will be here
to support you even more professionally from our brand
new location!”
www.home-consult.be

•
BSB executive dinner
BSB were delighted to welcome a number of guests at their
executive dinner last month. Sue Woodroofe, Principal of
BSB spoke about the new 25m swimming pool that will
be opened at the school in the autumn of 2016. Guests
were treated to an augmented reality film giving an artists
impression of the end result.

Aedifica opens a commercial agency
Aedifica Real Estate is glad to inform you the birth of a
brand new commercial agency on avenue Louise 270, 1050
Brussels. The new agency is open from 8.30 till 18 hrs and
will welcome your clients in the best way. Feel free to have a
coffee when you’re around!
Additionally the rental office has moved to a new location:
270 Avenue Louise 1050 Brussels. Their telephone numbers
remain unchanged.
			
www.aedifica.be
SPRING 2015

			

www.britishschool.be

NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS
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X-Patrun 2015
Certificate Programmes at Vesalius College
Registration for the Executive course in “Global Risk Analysis
& Crisis Management 2015-16” is open now. This intensive
10 weekend course enables participants to gain in-depth
knowledge and a wide range of practical tools to identify
and analyse global security risks and to advance effective
responses to humanitarian, military and political “complex
crises.”
The “European Business Communication Programme” is a
new certificate programme for non-degree seeking students
to acquire fundamental communication skills such as academic writing, presentation and conversation skills. As part
of the programme, students also visit the European institutions, multinational companies, Think-Tanks, etc. to gain
first-hand experiences on how to communicate with managers and policy-makers.
		

On May 23rd the very first ever X-Patrun was held in Woluwé Park in Brussels and what a day it was! Hundreds of runners joined in the fun - and quite a few ABRA members too:
am&pm relocations, Map Relocations, Expat & Co, LawRight, ING, Citadines, Fragomen and BBF were just a few of
the organisations who entered a team (or four in the case
of Fragomen!).
Visit the X-Patrun Facebook page for pictures of the run, the
walking dinner and awards ceremony. Congratulations to
everyone who took part and (spoiler alert) especially Map,
BBF and Citadines for ribbon-worthy results.
www.facebook.com/pages/X-Patrun/854144087941328?f
ref=ts&ref=br_tf

•
Russians find their way to SolutionS

www.vesalius.edu

•
Bogaerts International School awarded IB certification
Bogaerts International School situated on the Domaine
d’Argenteuil in Waterloo was recently authorized as an
IB World School for a five-year Middle Years Programme
(MYP). As an IB World School, Bogaerts International School
is now part of a global community of schools committed to
developing knowledgeable young people. The school also
offers the Cambridge Programme and has lately achieved
official recognition from the Belgian state.
		

www.bischool.com

SolutionS has come to an agreement with a Russian insurer
for the treatment of addictions. Dutch and Belgian addicts
and alcoholics often end up going to partner clinics in South
Africa, Thailand and Spain, but Russians living and working
in Europe are finding their way to SolutionS treatment centre in Voorthuizen. Expats are particularly vulnerable to addictions, SolutionS founder Don Schothorst tells us.
“There are more addicts in the boardroom than under the
bridge. Addiction isn’t just for the lower classes, in fact it’s
the higher echelons of society where addiction runs rife. The
professional class is shielded by financial possibilities and a
network that enables them to feed their addiction.”
		

www.addiction-solutions.be

•

•

Map Relocations - Opening in Luxembourg

B-Apart on the move

“On behalf of the entire Map Relocations’ team, I am delighted to announce that we have opened a subsidiary office
in Luxembourg as of March 1st, 2015, from which we will
continue to provide our relocation, immigration and consulting services throughout Luxembourg and supported by our
Head Office in Brussels,” says Managing Director Isabelle
Premont.

Lots of change with B-Aparthotels this spring! They have
started renting foldable bikes called B-Bikes from an hour to
a day, week or month, so do enquire about this nifty form of
transport if you are planning on staying in Brussels.

This initiative is the result of increasing interest and request
from our existing clients to have a Luxembourg based office,
and also an opportunity for Map Relocations to confirm and
extend its footprint into this destination.
The new Luxemburg office is located at
11, Route des Trois Cantons
L- 8399 Windhof
E-mail: contact@map-relocations.com
www.map-relocations.lu

Renovations on the Montgomery Residence will commence
shortly and Ambiorix and Regent will be getting satellite TV
with a new range of channels (Arabic, Chinese, Russian, Polish, Indian, German news and entertainment channels…).
And perhaps the biggest news of all: B-Aparthotels will be
opening a new hotel in The Hague (NL) during the first quarter of 2016.
		

www.b-aparthotels.com
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ABRA Member Meeting - Thursday 19 March 2015
The spring meeting of ABRA took place on Thursday 19 March at Fieldfisher, L’Arsenal, Boulevard Louis Schmidtlaan 29, 1040
Brussels. Guest speaker was Wilma van der Veer, President ARPN (Association of Relocation Professionals in the Netherlands}
who spoke on how the Dutch relocation market differs in many points from the Belgian one. Mr Stefan Nerinckx, partner at
FieldFisher, offered an insight into the world of international and corporate law. Mr Eddy Bonne, ABRA president, congratulated Mrs Anita Meyer on her appointment as president to the EuRA board of directors.

SPRING 2015
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EuRA Conference - Porto april 2015
This year’s EuRa conference themed “Trending now: Drivers of Change” took place in Porto, Portugal. Almost 700 delegates
from across the globe attended the convention that explored changes and trends in the global mobility industry. Cultural
Theory and Intelligence, Excellence in Service Delivery and Using Apps to Navigate Through Change were just a few of the topics and debates explored by leaders in the relocation industry. Next year’s EuRA convention will take place in Malta. For more
pictures (and to put names to faces) please visit www.abra-relocation.com/past-events.

SPRING 2015
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Have you just moved, or are you about to move, to Belgium ?
In that case expert advice and support can be useful.
That is precisely what ING can offer you for all your
banking and insurance needs, even before you arrive.
With ING you can benefit from a contact who speaks

your language and a dedicated Call Centre. What
better welcome could you wish for? Have a try by
calling one of our staff on + 32 (0)2 464 66 64 or by
surfing to ing.be/expat
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